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Abstract— In a relay network with a single source-
destination pair, we examinethe achievable rates with amplify-
and-forward (AF) relaying strategy. Moti vated by applications
in sensor networks, we consider power-constrained networks
with large bandwidth resourcesand a large number of nodes.
We show that the AF strategy doesnot necessarilybenefit fr om
the large available bandwidth. We characterize the optimum
AF bandwidth and show that transmitting in the optimum
bandwidth allows the network to operate in the linear regime
where the achieved rate increaseslinearly with the available
network power. We then presentthe optimum power allocation
among the AF relays. The solution, which can be viewed as
a form of maximum ratio combining, indicates the favorable
relay positions in the network.

Moti vated by the large bandwidth resources we further
consider a network that usesorthogonal transmissionsat the
nodes.While the above result for the optimum bandwidth still
holds, a differ ent set of relays should optimally be employed.
In this case,the relay power solution can be viewed as a form
of water-filling .

The optimum AF bandwidth and the relay powers can
be contrasted to the decode-and-forward (DF) solution. In a
network with unconstrained bandwidth, the DF strategy will
operate in the wideband regime to minimize the energy cost
per information bit [1], [2]. The wideband DF strategy requires
again a differ ent choice of relays; in the case of orthogonal
signaling, the data should be sent thr ough only one DF relay
[3] . Thus, in general, in a large scalenetwork, a choice of a
coding strategy goesbeyond determining a coding schemeat
a node; it also determines the operating bandwidth as well as
the best distrib ution of the relay power.

I . INTRODUCTION

Although the capacityof the single-relaychannel[4] and
consequentlyof wirelessrelay networks remainsunknown,
several coding strategies have beenproposed[5]–[9]. Most
of thesestrategies require the relay to decodereliably the
sourcemessagebeforeforwardingandwe refer to them as
decode-and-forward (DF) [10].

In anotherstrategy thatdoesnot requirereliabledecoding
at the relays,calledamplify-and-forward (AF) [10], a relay
forwardsthescaledversionof thereceivednoisycopy of the
sourcesignal.Hence,thedatais sentthroughonly two-hops
with no cooperationamongrelays.Undertheassumptionof
uncodedtransmissionat the source,it was shown that the
two-hop AF strategy achieves the asymptoticcapacityin a
relay network in the limit as the numberof relaysbecomes
large [11], [12]. It was further shown that in a random
network, power efficiency of sucha strategy increaseswith
the numberof relays[13].

In this paper, we revisit theAF strategy in a network with
many relaysanda singlesource-destinationpair. Motivated
by the sensornetworks, we considernetworks in which
the power is a limiting resource.Comparedto the power,
the bandwidthin sucha network is plentiful. Operatingin
the widebandregime thenseemslike a right choice:at the
expenseof using a large number of degreesof freedom,
the transmit energy per bit can be reduced.However, the
minimum energy costper informationbit in a generalrelay
network is unknown [14]. We show thattheAF strategy does
not necessarillybenefitfrom the available large bandwidth.
We characterizethe optimum AF bandwidthandshow that
transmittingin theoptimumbandwidthallowsthenetwork to
operatein a linear regimewherethe achievedrateincreases
linearly with transmitpower.

We then presentthe optimum power allocation among
the AF relays. The solution can be viewed as a form of
maximum ratio combining (MRC) with the powers being
proportionalto the equivalentchannelgainsthatdependnot
only on the relay-destinationchannelgains,but alsoon the
source-relaylinks.

The requirementof coherentcombining of the signals
transmittedfrom the differentnodesmay be too demanding
in practice.Furthermore,a network with a large bandwidth
available,cansupportorthogonalsignalingat the nodesthat
precludescoherentcombiningat a receiver. To evaluatethe
performanceof a two-hop network that does not benefit
from coherentcombining,we alsoconsidera relay network
modelwith orthogonaltransmissionsat the nodes.We show
that the above result for the optimum bandwidthappliesto
this channelmodelaswell. Furthermore,for the caseof AF
orthogonaltransmissions,we againidentify the bestsubset
of AF relay nodes.The optimum relay power solution in
this casecanbe viewed asa form of water-filling.

The optimum AF bandwidthand the relay powers can
be contrastedto the DF solution. In a network with un-
constrainedbandwidth,the DF strategy will operatein the
widebandregime to minimize the energy cost per informa-
tion bit [1], [2]. The widebandDF strategy requiresagain
a differentchoiceof relay nodes;in the caseof orthogonal
signaling,the datashouldbe sentthroughoneDF relay that
is in the“best” positionin thenetwork [3]. Thus,in general,
a choice of a coding strategy goesbeyond determininga
coding schemeat a node; it also determinesthe operating
bandwidthaswell asthebestdistribution of therelaypower.



I I . SYSTEM MODEL

We considera wirelessGaussiannetwork with a single
source,labelednode

�
, the destination,labelednode ����� ,

and � relays that dedicate their resourcesto relaying
information for the source. We consider two bandwidth
allocationsin the given network:

1) Sharedbandwidth.All the relays transmit in a com-
mon bandwidth ���
	�� .

2) Orthogonalchannels.Every node is assignedan or-
thogonalchannelof bandwidth ������ .

We adopta discrete-timeGaussianchannelmodel [15] and
let the vector ��� ����� � ����� ��������� �����"!#� ���$�&% denote the
channelinputs in time slot � . The input ���'� ��� dependson
thesourcemessageandthe input �"()� ��� at relay * depends
on its pastoutputs �"()� �����,+-().0/1()�$�2����� ���2�3/4()� �657�2�98 .

In such a network, we consider two-hop forwarding
strategiesin which, relaysuseonly the informationreceived
from the sourceto choosetheir channelinputsandforward
the messagesto the destination.In the first hop, the source
transmits.The channeloutputat relay * is/1:;(�� �����=< >?(@����� ���A�7BC:;()� ��� (1)

andat the destination,/D� �����FE G � � � � ���H�7BI� ����� (2)

where < >J( and < G4� are the source-relay* and source-
destinationchannelgain, respectively and BK� ��� is a zero-
mean Gaussianrandom variable with variance LI�NMPO . In
the secondhop, relays transmit. In sharedbandwidth,the
channeloutputat the destinationis

/Q� ����� !R(TS 	 E G4(U�"(K� ���H�7BI� ���V� (3)

However, whenrelaysuseorthogonalchannels,W � ���;��X)��� ���H�7YZ� ��� (4)

where X�� diag [ < G � ��� � < G !]\ and � � � ����� �
. Y is a

Gaussiannoisevectorwith covariancematrix ^_�,`;�a !)b 	 .
Using the cut-set Theorem[15, Thm. ��c4�$� � ��� ], it was

shown [11] that the capacity of this network is upper
boundedby d�ePfg� , given that thereis a dead zone around
the sourcethat containsno relays.

As in [11], we considertheamplify-and-forwardprotocol
at the relays,in which the noisy versionof the sourceinput��� received at relay * , �ihj*khl� is amplified and
forwardedwith a unit delay. For amplificationgain mn(po �

,
in time slot � , relay * transmits� ( � ����� E m ( . < > ( � � � �q57�2�A�7B :;( � �q57�2�98�� (5)

In this paper, ratherthanconsideringthepower constraint
imposed on each transmitter, we assumethat the total
power budgetof r [Watts] is allocatedto the network. The
constraintis on the total power ratherthanon thepower per
dimensionbecauseDF and AF will not in generaloperate

in the samebandwidth.Further, sucha constraintallows a
power allocation among the nodessuch that sD� �Q%t�D�Qhr�MPOP���$u�� , vw�p�P�3O .

I I I . OPTIMUM BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION

We next consider the rates achievable with the AF
strategy. Let r4( denote the power at node * and letx �_y r � �����zr !Q{ % be the power allocationat all nodes.

Vector |j� y~}?� � ��� }w! { % denotesnodes’ powers per
dimensionand } (=��r1(@MPOP���$u��Tvw�p�P�3O . Theamplification
gain mn( is chosensuchthat the transmitpower at node *
is r4( and is found from (5) to bem ( � }?(>?( } �g��LK�NMPO *����P��� ������� (6)

The achievable rates,given by the maximummutual infor-
mation betweenthe channelinput and the output can be
found from the result [16] to be� �$u���;� .0|I8�� �O d�ePf������ }?�LI�NMPO�� G � ��� �$u�� .0|I8��1� (7)

for vC���P��O where� For the sharedbandwidth,

� �
	�� .0|I8�� �N� !(TS 	C� ���J�N�C���� � �P� b�� ���  � . � !(TS 	 �-�J������C� � b�� � �  �i� 8 � (8)� For orthogonalchannels,

� ���� .¡|I8�� !R(TS 	 > ( G (@}J(> (@}?� ��G (U}J( ��L � M¢O � (9)

Rates (7) are normalized by the number of dimensions
utilized by a node rather than by the total numberof di-
mensionsin the channel.For �)�$u$�n.¡|I8�� �

, (7) becomesthe
rate achieved in the single-userchannel,by a direct source
transmissionat power } � . Thus,we canview �)�$u��2.0|I8 asthe
gainobtainedby employing theAF relays.Thedifferencein
theAF gains(8) and(9) comesfrom thecoherentcombining
of therelaysignalstransmittedin a sharedbandwidth,which
is forfeited in the orthogonalchannelsystem.The analysis
presentedin this section,however, appliesto bothcasesand
we thereforedrop the .0v�8 superscript.We next considerthe
total rateachieved by the AF strategy£ �;� �,OP� � �;� .¡|I8 bits/s� (10)

where
� �;� is givenby (7). As � becomeslarge,we observe

that �". x M¢�p8 decreasesto zeroand therefored�¤�¥¦"§I¨ £ �;� � d$¤�¥¦"§I¨ ��d�ePf4.��g� G � r �LI� � 8�� G � r �LI��d�©ZO bits/s

(11)
which is the rate achieved in the widebandregime by the
sourcetransmission.Therefore,thereis no benefitfrom AF
relays transmittingin the widebandregime. This behavior
was previously observed in [17] in a parallel Gaussian



network with two relays. Except for the somewhat trivial
casein which thesourceis in a favorablepositioncompared
to all the relays,the rate £ �;� generallydecreasesfor large� .

To characterizetheoptimumAF bandwidth,we formulate
the AF power/bandwidthrelay problemas£Pª ��¥"«-¬w® ¦ OP� � �;� .0|I8 (12)

subjectto OP� !R(gS�� }J( h�r?� (12a)|¯o � � (12b)� h7�°h±��²C³�´A� (12c)

We assumethat � ²C³�´ is sufficiently large to allow the
network to operatein the widebandregime. Let .¡| ª �3� ª 8
denotethe optimum power and bandwidthallocation that
achieves £ ª in (12).We first observe that,to achieve nonzero
rate in (12), it has to hold that � ª,µ �

and } ª� µ �
.

Furthermore,constraint(12a) is alwaysbinding.Depending
on the valuesof the channelgains,a solution to problem
(12) may be a direct sourcetransmission,that is, } ª( � �
for *¶�·�P� ��� �2�3� , � ª �¸��²C³�´ and } ª� given by (12a).
Otherwise, there will be a set of

�¸¹»º h¼� relays
employing the AF strategy. Given | ª , it will be convenient
to relabel the nodessuch that *¼½�¾������ ���n� º�¿

relays are
the active transmitterswith powers } ª( µ �

while } ª( � �
,

for *·½#¾ º �i�P� ��� �2�3� ¿
. The Lagrangianin (12) isÀ �iO�� � �;� .0|I8Á5#ÂÁ.VOP� !R(gS�� }J( 5qr18 (13)

The fact that rate £ �;� is decreasingwith � for large � ,
implies that � ª ¹ ��²C³�´ . Since,in addition � ª�µ �

, the
solutionto (12) is neverontheboundary(12c).By theKuhn-
Tucker conditions,this impliesÃ�ÀÃ � �iO � �;� .0| ª 8w5�O-ÂÅÄR(TS;� } ª( � �

(14)

From (14), we obtain the LagrangemultiplierÂ�� � �;� .0| ª 8� Ä(TS;� } ª( � (15)

For nodes Æ]� � ����� �2� º with non-zerotransmitterpowers,
the Kuhn-Tucker conditionsareÃ�ÀÃ }JÇ �=OP� ª � Ã � �;� .0| ª 8Ã }wÇ 5ÈÂ���� � � Æ�� � � ��� �2� º �

(16)
From (15) and(16),Ã � �;� .¡| ª 8Ã }JÇ �iÂ�� � �;� .0| ª 8� Ä(gS�� } ª( � Æ�� � � ��� �2� º � (17)

The optimum power allocation . } ª� ��� ����� } ªÄ 8 can then be
determinedfrom

º �É� equationsgiven by (17), and is
independentof £ and � ª . We presentthe solution for the

optimum relay powers in the next section.The optimum
bandwidthcanbe determinedsuchthat the solution lies on
the feasibility region boundary(12a):� ª � rO � Ä(gS�� } ª( � (18)

From (12), (15) and(18),£ ª �,O�� ª � �;� .¡| ª 8Á� � �;� .0| ª 8� Ä(gS�� } ª( rQ�iÂHrt� (19)

We thusproved the following:
Theorem 1: The AF relay problem(12) hasan optimum

solution in which the optimum bandwidth � ª , the maxi-
mumrate £ ª andthetotal power r have a linearrelationship.

IV. OPTIMUM RELAY POWER ALLOCATION

We next considerasubproblemof (12) thatdeterminesthe
optimumrelay powersper dimension,for any given source
power }t� . We considerthe sharedbandwidthcasefirst.

A. Shared Bandwidth

Given a sourcepower }t� , we letÊ ( � G (>J( } �g��LI�-M¢O � (20)

To maximize the rate (7) over the relay powers Ë| �y } 	 ����� } ! { % , we maximizethe AF gain (8)

¥"«-¬Ì � � !(gS 	 < > ( Ê (U}J(U� � !(gS 	 Ê ( } (7�i� (21)

subjectto

!R(gS 	 }J( h }J: � (21a)Í|�o �
(21b)

where }J: ��r�M¢O��¸5 }t� is thepowerallocatedto therelays.
To solve (21), we first argue that the solution is always on
the boundary(21a).To seethat,considera feasiblesolution| suchthat � !(TS 	 }Î( ¹ }J: . Then, thereexist a constantº µ � anda feasiblesolution |ÎÏ4� º | suchthat |ÎÏ is on
the boundary

º � !(TS 	 }Î( � }J: . Furthemore,it is easyto
verify that �".0|ÎÏ&8 µ �". |K8 . We can thus let the constraint
(21a)be satisfiedwith equality. The objective function (21)
becomes

�". Í|K8Á� �-� !(TS 	 < > ( Ê (@}?(@� � !(TS 	 . Ê ( �i�NM }J: 8 }J( (22)

A solution to problem (21) can be found by representing
the objective function (22) in the form of Rayleighquotient
that would then be maximized [18]. A simpler approach,
however, canbe usedby introducingvariablesÐK�F� ÑN(Ò�Ñ ( �FE Ê ( �i�NM }?:gE }J( � *Ó���P� ��� �2�3� (23)



anda vectorof coefficients Ô#��� Õ ( �Õ ( ��Ö >J( Ê (Ê (7�i�NM } : � *��p����� ���2��� (24)

Problem(21) can thenbe representedin a vector form

¥"«¢¬× [ ÔJ%tÐ \ Ð % Ð � (25)

Applying the Schwartz inequality, the solution to (25) isÐ ª �iÆHÔ wherethe constantÆ canbe found from (21a)and
(23). We get the optimumpowersin the MRC form as} ª( � }J:wØ�(� !Ç S 	 Ø Ç � (26)

wherewe defined Ø�( � > ( Ê (.���� Ê (@}J: 8  (27)

The AF gain (8) becomes

� �
	�� . } ��� } :Á8Á� !R(TS 	 >J(ZG1( } :> (@}?� ��G (@}?: ��L � MPO � (28)

Next Lemmafollows by comparingAF gains(28) and(9).
Lemma 1: For any given powers . }?� � }?: 8 at the source

andat the AF relays,signalingin sharedbandwidthoutper-
forms orthogonalsignaling.
Giventherelaypowers(26), theAF power/bandwidthprob-
lem (12) for any given � reducesto¥"«-¬� � ® �'Ù � �;� . } �'� } :w8 (29)

subjectto } �g� } :Úh } % � rOP� � (29a)}?� � }?: o � � (29b)

Lemma 2: There exists a unique optimum solution. } ª� .¡�p82� } ª: .¡�p8�8 to (29).
The proof for the Lemmafollows from the concavity of the
objective function on the boundary.

Given . } ª� .¡�p82� } ª: .¡�p8�8 , the AF power/bandwidthprob-
lem (12) reducesto maximizing the rate with respectto
bandwidthfor

� h��Ûh±� ²C³�´£Pª .¡�p8��i¥"«-¬¦ OP� � �;� .V�p8n� (30)

B. Numerical Results

The relay powers (26) are shown in Figures1-4 for a
scenarioof � �ÜOPÝ �P� relays positionedon a � �P�]Þ � ���
squaregrid. Thesourceandthedestinationarepositionedon
thetwo oppositesidesof thegrid. Thepropagationexponent���,O waschosen.

For large sourcepower } � , relay powers are shown in
Figure1. In this case,thereceivedSNRat therelaysis high
andthenetwork MAC sidefrom therelaysto thedestination
limits theperformance.Therelaysthathave a betterchannel
to thedestinationareemployed.Figure2 shows theopposite
caseof a small power }t� anda high power }J: . We observe

a reversedrelay power allocationcomparedto the previous
case,as the network tries to improve the broadcastside
performanceby choosingtherelayswith high receivedSNR.
Figure3 shows the powersfor larger valuesof }t� and }J: .
Finally, Figure4 shows the relay powerswhenthe network
operatesin a low SNR-regime due to small }?� and }?: .

We next look at thesolutionto theAF relayproblem(12).
For a givennetwork powerbudgetr [Watts],thebestpowers. } ª� � } ª: 8 andthe bandwidth � ª arefound numerically. As
the power budget in the network is varied, the achieved
rate and the optimum bandwidth,shown in Figure 5, vary
linearly, as promisedby Theorem1.The powers . } ª� � } ª: 8
stayconstantfor all valuesof r , a behavior we observed in
(17).Dueto thesymmetryof thenetwork in theexperiment,
thevaluesof powers } ª� and } ª: areverycloseto eachother.

C. Orthogonal Channels

We next identify the bestsubsetof AF relaysand their
powersfor the caseof orthogonalsignaling.Given a source
power }t� , we let Ê ( �pß > ( G (>?( } �T��LK�NM¢O � (31)

Again, to maximize the rate (7) over the relay powers Ë| ,
we maximizethe AF gain (9)

¥"«-¬Ì !R(TS 	 >?( Ê ( } (> ( � Ê ( }J( (32)

subjectto

!R(TS 	 }?( h }J: � (32a)Í|¯o � � (32b)

From the Kuhn-Tucker conditions,the solutionto (32) is in
the form of water-filling} ª( � >?(Ê ( � �< à 5 �Ê ( � b *����P� �������3� (33)

where à is the Lagrangemultiplier and is found suchthat
constraint(32a) is satisfiedwith equality. Once again, the
bestchoiceof relaysvarieswith the transmitsourcepower.
We conclude that the AF relay network, dependingon
whetherit operatesin sharedor orthogonalchannels,will
require two different relay power allocationsas given by
(26) and (33). Employing a wideband DF strategy with
orthogonal signaling results in yet another solution that
requiresa useof a singlerelay[3]. Thus,in general,a choice
of a coding strategy goes beyond determining a coding
schemeatanode;it alsodeterminestheoperatingbandwidth
aswell as the bestdistribution of the relay power.
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